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Abstract 
Exoo, G., Three color Ramsey number of K, - e, Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 301-305. 
We show that 28 s r(K4 - e; 3) G 32. The construction used to establish the lower bound is 
made by using the strongly regular Schllfli graph for one of the colors, and then by partitioning 
its complement into two isomorphic graphs. The coloring has the property that each edge is on 
exactly one monochromatic K,, hence the vertex sets of these K,‘s form a Steiner triple 
system. 
In this note, improved bounds for the three color Ramsey number of K, - e 
(the graph obtained by deleting one edge from KJ are given. The proof of the 
upper bound is computer assisted. The construction which establishes the lower 
bound is derived from the Schlafli graph, which is based on the geometric 
configuration of 27 lines on a cubic surface [l-2]. We extend this construction by 
partitioning the complement into two isomorphic K,- e free graphs. The 
monochromatic triangles in the coloring form a Steiner triple system. 
Some definitions are needed. We use r(G1, . . . , Gk) to denote the k-color 
Ramsey number of graphs Gr, . . . , Gk, which is defined to be the smallest 
integer, II, such that in any k-coloring of the edges of K,, there is a 
monochromatic copy of G, in color i, for some i, 1 <i c k. If the Gi are all the 
same graph, we write r(G; k). A graph is called strongly regular [8] with 
parameters (n, a, c, d) if it has n vertices, is regular of degree a, and if any two 
adjacent vertices have exactly c common neighbors, while any two non-adjacent 
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vertices have exactly d common neighbors. If S is a subset of the vertex set of a 
graph, we write (S) to denote the subgraph induced by S. We use (u, V) to 
denote the edge joining vertices u and b, and in a given coloring we use C(u, V) 
to denote the color of that edge. For other notation and terminology refer to 
Harary [7]. 
Information on 3-color Ramsey numbers for small graphs is far from complete. 
In [9], Irving undertook to investigate this question for graphs of order 4 or less. 
For the trees and disconnected graphs of these orders, all values are known. In 
addition, the case of K3 was settled by Greenwood and Gleason 161, and that of 
C, by Bialostocki and Schijnheim [3]. The exact values for K, + e, K4 - e, and K4 
are not known. Irving guessed that r(K, + e; 3) would be 17, i.e., equal to 
r(K,; 3). And while this is certainly plausible, it does not appear that anyone has 
actually settled the issue. For K,, all we know is that 128 < r(K,; 3) c 254 [4, lo]. 
(Actually, it is a trivial matter to improve the published upper bound to 248 by 
looking more closely at r(K3, K,, K4).) 
The problem of estimating r(K4 - e; 3) was discussed in [9] by Irving. He noted 
that a lower bound of 17 follows from the fact that the r(K3; 3) = 17, and proved 
that 11 s r(K4 - e, K, - e, P,) G 13. This immediately implies that r(K4 - e; 3) < 
38. In the Lemma below, we show that 11 is the correct value for r(K, - e, K4 - 
e, P,), thereby improving the upper bound for r(K, - e; 3) to 32. Finally we 
describe a construction that improves the lower bound to 28. 
Lemma. r(K4 - e, K4 - e, P,) = 11. 
Proof. By Irving’s above cited result 11 c r(K4 - e, K4 - e, P,) c 13. So it re- 
mains to show that a good coloring of K,, does not exist. 
Let G be the graph obtained by deleting five independent edges from Kll. It 
suffices to show that any two coloring of the edges of G yields a monochromatic 
K4 - e. Label the vertices of G with {vi IO < < 10) so that v0 has degree 10 and i 
the five edges missing from G are (zJ~~_~, uzi), 1 ci ~5. By symmetry, we can 
assume that one of the three cases given below obtains. The three cases can be 
identified by considering the value of 
If v0 is joined to at least one vertex in all five of the pairs in, say, color 1, then an 
easy argument leads to a contradiction. But if u0 is joined to (at least one vertex 
in) four of these pairs, then we have Case 1. If v0 is joined to only three pairs in 
any one color, then we have Case 2 or Case 3, depending on whether or not Q is 
joined to both vertices in all three pairs. For each of these three cases, we were 
able to do a complete computer search and determine that the coloring could not 
be completed without a monochromatic K, - e. 
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Case 1: C(% 211) = 1, 
C(%, %) = 1, 
C(u 12 %I = 1, 
qv,, %) = 2, 
C(% 217) = 2, 
C(vo, 219) = 2, 
C(%, v3) = 1, 
C(vlJ, 217) =1, 
C(%, VT) = 1, 
C(%, %) = 2, 
C(v,, v,) = 2, 
qvcl, VIO) = 2. 
C(%, v*) = 1, 
C(%, v4) = 1, 
C(%, vd = 1, 
C(viJ9 v*) = 2, 
C(%, VIO) = 2, 
C(v,, vg) = 2. 
C(V”, 212) =1, 
C(%, v4) = 1, 
C(v 0, v.5) = 2, 
C(%, us) = 2, 
C(v 09 VIO) = 2, 
C(v,, vg) = 1. 
These three searches required a total of approximately 10 minutes on a fast 
microcomputer. 
Theorem. 28 c r(K4 - e; 3) 6 32. 
Proof. From Lemma 1, we know that in a K4 - e free coloring of K, the 
maximum degree of a vertex in any color is 10. This implies the upper bound. 
The lower bound is established by a coloring of K2, that we now describe. 
First we describe the color 1 graph, which is the Schlafli strongly regular graph 
whose parameters are (27,10,1,5). Our description is taken from Baker [2, 
chapter IV], except that we use the language of Graph Theory instead of that of 
Geometry. Let the vertex set be given by A U B U C, where A = {a,: 0 s i s 5}, 
B={b,:O~i~5}, and C={c,:Oci<j s 5). (We will use Cij and cj; to denote 
the same vertex.) The edges of the color 1 graph are of four types. 
(ai, bj), if i #j, 
(a;, cjk), if i = j or i = k, 
(bi, cjk), if i =j or i = k, 
(Cij, +I), if {i, i} n {k, l} = 0. 
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Note that (C) is the complement of the line graph of K6. The edges in the color 2 
graph are those of the following forms (where addition of subscripts is modulo 6). 
(ai, bi), (ai, ai+2)* (@, ui+3), (bi, bi+2), (bi, bi+3), 
Cc&i+19 1 ci+l,i+2 ) tci,i+17 ci+l,i+3)9 tci,l+19 ci,i+3), 
tci+19 ci,i+4)7 tci,i+l, ci+l.i+4), (ci,i+21 ci,i+4), Cai7 ci+3,i+4)9 
(ai ci+l,i+3)7 Cai, ci+2,i+4), Cai9 ci+2,i+5)9 (bi, Ci+2.i+3), 
(bir Ci+2,i+4), (bi, Ci+3,i+5), (bi, Ci+l.i+a)* 
032223 211111 133231 131223 132 
303222 121111 113323 313122 213 
230322 112111 311332 231312 321 
223032 111211 231133 223131 132 
222303 111121 323113 122313 213 
322230 111112 332311 312231 321 
211111 032223 132331 131322 123 
121111 303222 113233 213132 312 
112111 230322 311323 221313 231 
111211 223032 331132 322131 123 
111121 222303 233113 132213 312 
111112 322230 323311 313221 231 
113233 113323 021112 233211 221 
311323 311332 202111 123321 122 
331132 231133 120211 112332 212 
233113 323113 112021 211233 221 
323311 332311 111202 321123 122 
132331 133231 211120 332112 212 
132213 122313 211233 012121 331 
313221 312231 321123 101212 133 
131322 131223 332112 210121 313 
213132 313122 233211 121012 331 
221313 231312 123321 212101 133 
322131 223131 112332 121210 313 
123123 132132 212212 313313 011 
312312 213213 221221 331331 101 
231231 321321 122122 133133 110 
Fig. 1. Color adjacency matrix of a K4 - e free coloring of K2,. 
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The remaining edges are in color 3. For the sake of completeness, we give the 
forms for those edges as well. 
tai3 ui+l), (bi, bi+l), tci,i+19 ci,i+Z)9 tci,i+17 ci+l,i+S)2 
(Ci,i+4, Ci,i+5h (Ci,i+4, 1 G+1,i+4 ) bi7 Ci+1,i+d, tat9 Ci+2.i+3)r 
(ai> Ci+4,i+5), C”i3 ci+l,i+S), @i, G+3,i+5), C”i, ci+l.i+4)Y 
(bi, Ci+l,i+Jt (bi> ci+3,i+4), (bi, Ci+4.i+5), Pi, ci+l,i+3), 
(bi, ci+l,i+5), (bi, Ci+2,i+5). 
In Fig. 1, we show the color adjacency matrix for this coloring. Note that in the 
figure the matrix is partitioned into block, and that each such block is a circulant. 
The matrix was produced from the vertex ordering: 
@I, . . f , 4, b 0, . . . , b,, ~01, ~12, ~3, ~34, ~45, 
c509 CO47 c15, c20, C3lr c42, c53, cO3, cl47 c25. 
While it is not relevant to the proof, it can be verified that the color 2 and color 
3 graphs are isomorphic. 
Since each vertex in the color 1 graph is on five triangles (K3 subgraphs), there 
are a total of 45 color 1 triangles. The graphs of the other two colors are Sregular 
graphs in which each vertex is on four triangles. Therefore each of these graphs 
contain 36 triangles. All three color graphs have the property that each edge is on 
exactly one triangle, hence the list of all 117 monochromatic triangles forms a 
Steiner triple system. 
The construction technique used to produce this coloring was described in [5]. 
The upper bound was proved by a program that is a primitive first attempt to 
automate the case analyses often needed in such proofs. 
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